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Aspire Wellness Center
Board of Child Care
Catholic Charities
Carroll Co. Youth Services Bureau
Center for Children
Channel Marker
Community Connections
Community Residences
Cornerstone Montgomery
Crossroads Community
Eastern Shore Psychological
Services
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Family Service Foundation
Family Services, Inc.
Garrett County Lighthouse
Goodwill Industries/STEP
Harford-Belair Haven
Humanim
Institute for Family-Centered
Services
Johns Hopkins Bayview
Community Psychiatry
Key Point Health Systems
Leading by Example
Life Renewal Services
Lower Shore Clinic

President’s Report
Greetings to all our members, stakeholders, and supporters!
It has been a busy year at both the state and federal level.
While there is still uncertainty with all the leadership changes,
there are some things that we can expect and prepare for as
part of our mission at CBH. This year, CBH has laid the
groundwork that we can build on over the next few years.
Now it is more important than ever that we work together and
join with other stakeholders to position ourselves for success.
CBH has made sure that we have a place at the table for the
myriad of issues– telehealth, overtime and sick leave, carve
out vs. carve in, Duals ACO, and hospital partnerships just to
name a few. Our success with the HOPE Act gives us even
more leverage and leadership on these issues. We need all of
you to help us keep pushing forward in the next year!
CBH wants to make sure that all our members have the
information they need to make smart decisions and strategic
plans in this ever-changing health care environment. We have
begun to provide education and dialogue around issues such
as value based payment systems, provider networks, ACO’s,
and outcomes and data analytics. Through a grant from the
CHRC, we will be developing a data warehouse that will help
our members be part of the new landscape. We encourage all
of you to participate in the implementation of this project!
I want to thank all our members for their participation this
year in advocacy and information sharing. Getting more
involved absolutely made a difference in Annapolis! I
particularly want to thank our Board of Directors for their
commitment to CBH. We could not do this without your
guidance and support. Last, but certainly not least, thank you
to the small, yet mighty CBH staff. They have done an amazing
job this year and we are very excited for the things to come!

Mosaic Community Services

Thanks for all you do,
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Omni House Behavioral Health
Pathways
PDG Rehabilitation Services
People Encouraging People
(continued)

Cari Guthrie Cho
President, CBH Board of Directors

Members
Prologue
Psychotherapeutic Treatment
Services
Reginald Lourie Center
Rehabilitation Systems, Inc.

I’ve been in my position for a year and a half, and it’s been a steep
learning curve.
I’ve had the opportunity to do site visits with 37 of our 53 member
organizations so far, and am very much looking forward to visiting
many more of you before the end of the year. It’s always such a
deep pleasure to learn more about your organizations and witness
the pride and dedication you all bring to your work.
This has been a turbulent year, with the election of Donald Trump
and Republican control of all three branches of government
promising significant changes to federal healthcare policy. While
Maryland’s still deep in the weeds of implementing changes under
the Affordable Care Act, we’re now looking at the possibility of
more changes and uncertainty.
The good news is that we’ve been able to put measures in place to
help you weather the coming changes. This year, we successfully
passed legislation requiring three years of increased
reimbursement rates, which will put an additional $219 million into
the community system, if fully funded.
We’ve strengthened CBH by consolidating our three entities into
one, improving our governance and reporting, and diversifying our
revenue. With support from the Community Health Resources
Commission, we have the opportunity to create a data warehouse
that will help members transition to value-based purchasing and
weather a carve-in, should that come to pass. We’re planning to
bring on additional staff in the coming year – and anticipate being
in a stronger position to represent you and meet your needs.
Thank you for your continued membership in CBH, and we look
forward to working with you as we navigate the coming changes to
Maryland’s behavioral health system.

Southern Maryland Community
Network
The Children’s Guild
The Mental Health Center of
Western Maryland
Therapeutic Living for Families
UMMC Community Psychiatry
(Harbor City)
Upper Bay Counseling & Support
Services
Vesta
Volunteers of America
Way Station, Inc.
Wicomico County Mental Health
Department
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WIN Family Services
Worcester County Health
Department

Affiliate Members
Housing Unlimited
Maryland Association of
Behavioral Health Authorities
Mental Health Association of
Maryland
On Our Own Maryland
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Legislative Advocacy
This year was one of the busiest legislative sessions in memory, with over 2,800 bills introduced,
including 47 on opiate issues alone. CBH offered formal testimony on 32 bills and informal
advocacy on many more, all while monitoring hundreds of bills for their impact on members.

Protecting the behavioral health workforce
As Maryland’s General Assembly tackled sick leave, minimum wage, and overtime, CBH ensured
that legislation took account of the need of community behavioral health providers.
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CBH successfully advocated that the legislature not adopt state overtime requirements while
federal rules are in limbo. CBH also successfully obtained amendments to legislation governing
sick leave and minimum wage. While neither bill ultimately became law, we expect to face both
issues again in next year’s session – and expect that our gains this year will carry over.
A bill requiring training and certifications of community health workers did not pass, but CBH
ensured that the bill was modified to provide a voice for behavioral health. CBH also worked
with members to raise concerns about the timeliness of application processing and other issues
with the Board of Professional Counselors.

Championing technology as a workforce extender
Telehealth is overwhelmingly used in
behavioral health contexts in Maryland.
Recognizing workforce shortages and
the opportunity to reap new
opportunities, CBH championed two
key measures this year.
In partnership with the Maryland
Hospital Association, we sought to
change Medicaid policy to allow social
workers to participate in telehealth and
to allow patient homes to be
authorized sites. In partnership with Terrapin Pharmacy, we sought funding for a pilot program
to demonstrate the efficacy of Medherent. Unfortunately, neither measure passed this year, and
we expect to deepen legislator’s knowledge and to continue these campaigns next year.

Offering expertise on responding to the opioid crisis
4

Maryland’s legislators were eager to offer solutions to the state’s opioid epidemic, introducing
47 different bills. CBH weighed in on ten proposals to ensure that legislation did not negatively
impact the community behavioral health delivery system. We successfully ensured that
unfunded mandates on community providers were not enacted, while supporting measures that
could strengthen community response.

Improving reimbursement rates

CBH also secured rate increases for
the following three fiscal years. With
a nearly unanimous, bipartisan vote,
the General Assembly passed and
Governor Hogan signed legislation
making a major investment in
Maryland’s community behavioral
health system. The omnibus HOPE
Act requires the Administration to
increase reimbursement rates for community behavioral health providers by 3.5% in FY2019 and
FY2020, and the state must either conduct a rate study and adjust rates accordingly or increase
rates by 3.0% in FY2021. If fully funded, the Act will add $219.1 million to community providers
over the three-year period.1
($ in millions)

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

State general funds

$18.1

$37.7

$55.3

Federal matching funds

$18.5

$36.8

$52.7

Total funds

$36.6

$74.5

$108.0
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CBH advocated to protect and expand reimbursement for community behavioral health. We
successfully urged legislators to maintain Governor Hogan’s proposed 2% increase for FY18
against analysts’ recommendation to cut it.

For FY2017 through FY2021, rates for behavioral health services will increase more in this fiveyear period than they have in the past twenty years combined.

Getting a seat at the table for behavioral health
Legislation creating a commission to respond to federal healthcare changes was passed. The
commission is also tasked with examining the state’s behavioral health carve-out. As originally
contemplated, the commission had a limited make-up of industry heavyweights, but little
consumer or provider perspective. CBH successfully secured a voice for behavioral health in the
make-up of this state commission, which may have a significant voice in shaping Maryland’s
healthcare landscape in coming years.
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Dept. of Legislative Services, “House Bill 1329: Fiscal and Policy Note (Enrolled, Revised)” at pp. 1819 (May 10, 2017); “Senate Bill 476: Fiscal and Policy Note (Third Reader Revised” at p. 1 (Mar. 27,
2017).
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Regulatory, Policy and Operations Advocacy
Over FY2017, CBH worked to strengthen payer incentives to deliver high quality, effective
community behavioral health services across multiple systems.
•

Commercial Insurers. CBH participated in development of regulations governing
network adequacy in commercial insurance plans and is taking a deeper look at insurers’
credentialing processes.

•

Publicly-Funded Services. Over the past year, community providers have
experienced disruptions and administrative burdens in claims processing.
Implementation of new fee schedules, modifiers, and NPI numbers – to name a few –
have caused delays or underpayments. CBH has successfully advocated for the hiring of
additional provider relations staff at Beacon Health Strategies, the ASO responsible for
claims payment.

•

Hospitals. Under Maryland’s all-payer waiver, hospitals have strong incentives to
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reduce hospital utilization for behavioral health services. Despite these incentives,
hospitals have seen steadily rising behavioral health needs. CBH partnered with the
Maryland Hospital Association to bring providers together in an educational forum, and
served on a work group developing behavioral health performance measures for
hospitals under the all-payer waiver.
•

Duals Accountable Care Organization. CBH and several members participated in a
work group developing a new healthcare delivery model for individuals dually enrolled
in Medicare and Medicaid. The proposed accountable care model to be offered in highdensity areas of the state incorporated many of CBH’s key recommendations. CBH will
continue to inform the proposal as it is finalized in FY2018.

Strengthening CBH and Member Capacity
Building capacity for value-based purchasing environment.
Value-based purchasing has arrived in Maryland. Responding to the incentives of the all-payer
waiver, hospitals are trying to identify providers and strategies that can effectively reduce
hospital utilization for behavioral health services. Meanwhile, performance this year will
determine Medicare providers’ payment levels in 2019.
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To prepare members for operating in a value-based
purchasing environment, CBH hosted executive
learning sessions in November and March. Drawing
from national experts and state policy-makers, these
sessions grounded members in the developing
expectations for value-based payment models.

“Excellent workshop. Topics were right-on
and speakers were excellent. These are the
events that make membership worth it.”
Cathy Cassell, Channel Marker, Easton MD

Effective participation in value-based purchasing models will require technology investments
and changing practice. To help members secure economies of scale, CBH successfully secured a
grant of $100,000 from the Community Health Resources Commission to build a data warehouse
to support clinical benchmarking and value-based purchasing among CBH members. We’ll be
working to implement this opportunity in FY2018 and FY2019.

Improving member communications

We’ve delivered over 15,000 emails.
Nearly two-thirds of our readers have
opened our emails, and over a third of
the readers are clicking on links in our
emails.
Earlier this year, CBH also launched a new website. For the public, our goals are to offer better
information about the value of membership and an opportunity to participate in our advocacy
alerts. For members, content is designed to provide resources on demand, including critical
information about events, meetings, and committee resources. We will be developing metrics to
ensure that the site is meeting members’ needs effectively.
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In the fall of 2016, CBH launched a new communications platform to better communicate with
members. From launch in September 2016 to June 1, 2017, CBH grew the overall number of
subscribers from 176 to 342, an expansion of 94%. Our current performance sets a benchmark to
measure continued pruning and growth.

Growing advocacy capacity in low-response areas
CBH’s ability to achieve its legislative priorities in Annapolis relies on members to build and
exercise relationships with their legislators. A key metric we collect is the number of allies
sending emails to legislators through our advocacy database.
In 2016, we significantly increased our emails over the preceding year – but the increase was
concentrated almost exclusively in a couple members and few jurisdictions. Key legislators were
getting no emails from our members.

CBH'S 2017 A DVOCACY S TAR:
D IMITRI CAVATHAS , L OWER S HORE C LINIC

In 2017, CBH sought to increase advocacy in lowresponse and high-value areas of the state. As a result,
our advocacy messages were more narrowly targeted,
resulting in far lower overall participation in our email
advocacy. However, this targeting successful yielded
results where needed. For example, nearly doubled the
median number of emails sent to delegates sitting on
the House Health and Government Operations
Committee from 5 in 2015 to 11 in 2016.
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Positioning CBH to grow
Compared to similar associations, CBH has half as much income and half as many staff. As a
result, our capacity and ability to meet members’ needs is severely constrained. CBH set a goal
of growing and diversifying its income, with the objective of sustaining new staff.
As CBH undertakes expansion and new activities, we’ve worked this year to ensure we are
standing on a firm foundation. A federal audit of the 501(c)(4) was closed without significant
findings, and state registrations and reports for the 501(c)(4) and 501(c)(3) were brought up-todate. The 501(c)(4) and the political action committee it sponsored were closed. As a result, CBH
functions now as it did for majority of its existence: as simply a 501(c)(3).
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In the past year, CBH has also strengthened its governance, through the creation of standing
committees for finance, membership and governance. We’ve improved the transparency of our
reporting so that the Board is better able to discharge its oversight duties.
These efforts are paying off: we’ve successfully grown and diversified our income such that we’ll
be bringing on additional staff in FY2018.

BILL S IGNING FOR HOPE A CT , MAY 2017
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Financial Statements
This year, CBH retained a new firm to conduct an independent audit of its finances. Gorfine
Schiller Gardyn audited finances for the Community Behavioral Health Association, including its
501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) entities, for FY2016. A copy of the full audit is available upon request.
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Statement of Financial Position
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Statement of Activities
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Recognitions
CBH’s Board of Directors
President

Cari Guthrie Cho, Cornerstone Montgomery

Past President

Cathy Meyers, Center for Children

Treasurer

Dick Bearman, Go-Getters

Secretary

Robert Canosa, Catholic Charities

At Large

Don Barber, Pathways
Rich Bayer, Upper Bay Counseling and Support Services
Jennifer Brown, On Our Own Maryland
Karen Carloni, Southern Maryland Community Network
Cathy Cassell, Channel Marker
Melita Friend, Garrett County Lighthouse
Elizabeth Garcia, The Children’s Guild
Jesse Guercio, Humanim
Kylie McCleaf, Family Services, Inc.
Tom Marshall, Johns Hopkins Bayview Community Psychiatry
John Plaskon, Crossroads Community, Inc.
Joy Reckley-Murphy, Archway Station
Scott Rose, Way Station, Inc.
Subramonianpillai Teal, Leading by Example, Inc.
Tuesday Trott, Lower Shore Clinic
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We’d like to recognize and thank the individuals who served on our Board of Directors this year.

Special Thank Yous
This year, we bid good-bye to two Board members and longtime contributors to CBH. Dick
Bearman of Go-Getters and Rich Bayer of Upper Bay are retiring. Both are already avidly
pursuing their hobbies of sailing and gardening. Both men have devoted countless hours to
helping their colleagues, informing state policies, and strengthening CBH.
Maryland’s vibrant mental health system has been built on the backs of these giants. Thank you,
Dick and Rich, for making us strong. We extend our best wishes for a joyful retirement!
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